
I Swear 
 

1.  

Two lovers are ogling each other over 

the Salvation Army’s checkout counter. 

I can tell they are deeply smitten from the way 

they look at each other long and warm as if 

they are already home in bed. 

Jeez, I am jealous. They buy three plates,  

two of one pattern and one of another.   

Looks like someone’s coming to dinner. 

They pay less than $3 and meander away  

hand in hand up the street with  

their purchase slung in a plastic bag. 

If they own only these goods 

at least they have one another. 

Now, among the racks, shelves and bins 

of discarded goods can I remember 

what I came here for?   

 

 

2. 

Walking down Main Street, I hear 

this guy back of me on his cellphone 

oblivious to the rest of the world 

and slow down to get the full story. 

He passes me and I see 

he’s dressed entirely in black and old style— 

the crotch of pants somewhere down his thighs 

causing an odd ballooning and deflating action  

as he goes. I’m listening now to his rap  

which includes frequent interjections  

of “fuck” and “fucking” as if 

his “fuck” is just the equivalent of 

“you know”, you know. The call  

must be to a friend or maybe an attorney  

to whom he is explaining the fine points  

of a domestic violence case. 

  

I don’t know what he pays for service but 



minus all the “fucks” and “fucking”, I bet 

he’d save a bundle. Now he turns aside and  

crosses the street but I can hear him as he goes. 

Halfway across he fades but undoubtedly  

some other citizen will soon pick up his signal. 

 

 

3. 

Their quiet blessings and 

his unthinking curses 

ring through the universe. 

  



Crow’s in Charge 
 

A young red fox is laid out 

in the road’s centerline 

smashed, gutted and 

attended by  

a watchful crow 

between cars 

settles for a banquet 

skips away then 

hops back probing,  

delicate, choice 

hear him say 

bug-eyed Ralph Kramden 

“How sweet it is!” 

 

 

  



Big, Wild Cottonwood At The Beach 
Populus deltoides Marshall 

 

The tree celebrates  

changes in weather. 

It assumes a pyramidal shape. 

Wind is spilled from its leaves 

in an overall fluttering motion. 

Its cousin is the trembling one. 

Cottonwood goes further: 

when the time is right, it lets 

its bones fall on the shaly beach. 

First it sheds rattling, dry leaves 

which scuttle away into shade, 

leaving its yellowish bony twigs  

in odd postures of flight. 

Knobby knuckles with large lenticels, 

lunate bundle and stipule scars  

litter the beach.  I gather them 

together for a fire-starter. 

Here’s one with terminal buds, 

five green, always five 

resinous buds still attached, 

just like a little hand. 

 


